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READING and SOCIAL STUDIES:   This week students will continue
reading Little House in the Big Woods by Laura Ingalls Wilder, a
Common Core Text Exemplar.  Last week, we learned how the Ingalls
family celebrated Christmas. One of the decorations that they made
was a clove apple pomander.  We will make these with oranges this
week.  Our room will smell delightful!



READING, WRITING, TECHNOLOGY, and SOCIAL STUDIES:  Students
are gathering information on the virtual Sturbridge Village site.  They
went onto the Freeman Farm last week, and are now gathering and
organizing information on a graphic organizer.  Next, they’ll turn this
information into a paragraph.  The next area we will virtually visit in
Sturbridge Village is the 1830s schoolhouse.



READING, WRITING, and SOCIAL STUDIES:    Students are
continuing to work on their country reports.  Each student has
already written the personal connection paragraph.  Last week they
researched, organized, wrote, and edited, and revised the paragraph
on geography.  This week they’ll research and plan the paragraph on
culture.  Finally, they’ll add a colored world map with their country
highlighted, and a colored flag of their country.  You’re welcome to
send in photos of photos or photos of documents or letters related to
your family's immigration if you wish.  Please do not send any original
or precious items.  If you email pictures to me I’ll copy them and your
child will be able to include them in this report.

**************
MATH:  This week we will continue to strengthen our knowledge and
skills with division.  We will work independently and in small groups
to solve problems using manipulatives, paper and pencil, and mental

math.
**************



READ ALOUD:  This week we will continue reading Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl.  This story is filled with life lessons
for children, similar to the stories with lessons that many cultures
use.

HOMEWORK:   This week’s homework packet includes spelling words
to study,  independent reading to be logged, and math practice
papers. The spelling test will be on Friday (12/10/21).  The reading log
and the math practice sheets should be returned on Friday (12/10/21).
The December OPTIONAL CHOICE HOMEWORK should be turned in
with any completed work on Friday, December 17, 2021.

************
Weather/Temperature Fluctuation:  Just a reminder - temperatures
are getting much colder.  We have at least one thirty minute outside
recess daily and many outside mask breaks daily.  When it is snowy
we will still go out so please send your child with dry boots, snow
pants, gloves, a hat or hood, and a warm coat daily.



*******

Inspirational Quote:
An expert at anything was once a beginner.

Thanks so much for reading this newsletter.  I wish you a

productive week filled with learning.

Sincerely,

Meg Bakken


